2024 Carnegie Foundation Summit on Improvement in Education
Request for Session and Poster Presentation Proposals

Deadline to Submit Proposals: August 31, 2023, 11:59 p.m.
2024 Summit Dates: March 24-27th, in San Diego, CA and virtually

The Carnegie Foundation works to catalyze transformational change in education so that every student has the opportunity to live a healthy, dignified, and fulfilling life. In service of this mission, we are committed to building and strengthening a field that uses improvement science and improvement networks to solve long-standing inequities in educational outcomes.

Educational Equity Is Our Priority. Community is our Method.

Summit is a community; a community where we:

- learn how to disrupt the enduring inequities in our educational system and the underlying systems and power structures that perpetuate these outcomes, and
- aim to propel and shape a future in which equity-centered continuous improvement is the way we live as professionals and lead with our stakeholders

As a community, we gather annually to celebrate our progress and success, to learn from colleagues who are closing gaps, recommit to the equity challenges that unite us as a profession, and prepare for our next collective steps. At Summit, we learn and collaborate in a variety of moments from preconferences, to keynotes, to networking sessions and receptions, to our deeply appreciated improver community-led presentations, and our new post conference gatherings. This Request for Proposals seeks submissions for our session presentations and poster sessions, as well as two new session formats. We encourage sessions showcasing improvement approaches that explicitly focus on our enduring challenges in the pursuit of educational equity, fairness, and justice in student learning. We seek to share, celebrate and learn from robust stories that are making a significant impact on student lives and on educational systems over time at the classroom, school, system, or network level. We also seek such improvement stories that are in progress. Learning from these stories and how they are organized is critical as we confront the urgency of addressing the stark inequities in our systems.

Application and Review Timeline

Please review the important dates and logistics information below and submit your proposal for a session or poster presentation online via the Summit website at https://cfdn.at/carnegiesummitproposal. Proposals are peer reviewed with selections made to provide the most compelling program for our diverse Summit community.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPORTANT DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 8, 2023 12-12:45 PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 10, 2023 9-9:45 PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 15, 2023 10-10:45 PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Optional) webinars to orient to the RFP Process and provide coaching tips (select one)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Session Presentation Proposals

The 2024 Summit program will showcase the stories of a diverse set of improvers, organizations, and networks that develop and use continuous improvement methods to create equitable educational outcomes and catalyze system transformation. Feedback from our 10th Anniversary Summit compels us to refine our Summit design to ensure we better meet the learning needs of both new and seasoned improvers. To do so, we invite sessions in several proposal categories with options to tell the story in a variety of session formats.

We particularly encourage stories centered on the following topics:

- Advancing equitable pK-12 and post secondary student outcomes and attainment milestones
- Scaling student success systems to improve educational attainment for students in secondary and post secondary schools
- Designing postsecondary models to accelerate the success of underrepresented, low income, and first generation students
- Redesigning secondary schools to promote engaging, rigorous, and equitable learning experiences for all young people
- Transforming learning, including the use of competency- and skills-based assessments
- Creating broad scale access to deeper learning that is community rooted, engaging and experiential
- Building improvement capability among pre-service and in-service educators and leaders
- Designing new models of teaching, teacher development and support

SESSION CATEGORIES

For this year’s Summit, there are three categories of sessions:

1. Improvement for Impact Stories
2. Tools and Methods Stories
3. Exploration or Discovery Stories

1) Improvement for Impact Stories

Improvement science is both a set of principles to guide equitable improvement and an applied discipline that emphasizes innovation, rapid-cycle testing in the field, and evidence-driven spread in order to generate learning
about which changes work for whom and under what conditions. We welcome stories of work in all phases of the improvement journey, from problem exploration to testing, to analyzing progress, to spreading or scaling proven changes to new contexts. Sessions of this category may share stories of improvement to advance equity in the form of better systems and more equitable outcomes or experiences for students. Sessions in this category may also describe advancing equity through improvement processes that intentionally involve a variety of stakeholders, especially those closest to the impact, use inclusive processes and structures, and/or share power and decision-making.

We encourage stories:

- told by improvers of a variety of roles and perspectives
- in different phases of an improvement effort and that rely on evidence and analytics to convey progress
- anchored in particular improvement principles and/or an improvement framework
- appealing to either new or seasoned improvers
- about change ideas that have proven effective or promising to move an aim, or other knowledge about impacting a particular equity challenge

2) Tools and Methods Stories

Expertise is growing in the field as organizations build improvement science capabilities in their daily practice to enact change. We welcome stories centering and showcasing development and use of equity-centered improvement tools and methods to advance equitable outcomes. Sessions feature the tools and approaches that are advancing impact along with concrete takeaways to inform the improvement work of others. In contrast with Improvement Stories, sessions in Tools and Methods focus on explicitly sharing “how to” knowledge with the Summit community.

We encourage stories and interactive learning experiences featuring improvement methodologies in action, with concrete artifacts that showcase how tools and methods were utilized to advance equitable outcomes and integrated into systems to promote sustainable improvement. Tools and methods may support:

- Understanding the problem
- Building a theory of improvement
- Measuring improvement
- Developing change ideas
- Learning through testing
- Spreading and scaling
- Initiating and developing a network
- Leading for equity-centered improvement
- Coaching for Improvement or building capacity
- Managing and sustaining improvement

3) Exploration or Discovery Stories

The community of improvers in the education space is growing! The field of improvement in education continues to evolve, expand, and strengthen as individuals and organizations representing diverse experiences, geographies, and positions in the education landscape join the movement. As new and long-time community members share their work, engage with different perspectives, invite feedback, and envision new possibilities together, our collective capacity to impact students and systems grows. Building on the diverse sessions presented at the 2023 Summit, we invite sessions that offer different ways to make sense together of what we are learning about improvement as a field, the questions and opportunities we are grappling with now, and the work ahead as we
take on major equity challenges together. In this strand we are seeking to start or continue stories of exploration or discovery as participants engage with presenters and each other.

| We invite sessions that share ideas that are issue focused, innovative, early stage or exploratory in nature. Sessions may focus on specific equity problems of practice or innovative change ideas, improvement methods and processes, or an intersection of problem and method. They may explore questions of how improvement can be leveraged to advance progress in new areas. Presentations may draw on specific examples from practice, explore generalized dilemmas or questions, or anticipate future directions in the field. These sessions provide opportunities for presenters to bring members of the improvement community into their stories to engage with critical questions together to advance the field in ways that allow for collective sensemaking, generating new ideas, advancing thinking, or collaborative problem-solving. |
| Examples of past sessions that illustrate this category include: |
| - Failing to Improve: Lessons Learned from a Decade of Doing |
| - Reclaiming the History of Equitable Improvement |
| - Lowering the Barrier to Entry: Demystifying, Decolonizing, and Democratizing |
| - Moving to a Future that Supports Equity-focused Improvement |
| - Reimagining the Teaching Profession Together |
| - Democratizing Evidence: A Catalyst for Equity-Centered Research and Development |

**SESSION FORMATS**

Given Summit community feedback, this year we are excited to offer four different formats. The Summit Program team is on hand to support session design once accepted:

1) **Presentations** (75 minutes): are designed to present an equitable outcomes-seeking story, an equitable process, and/or improvement method with space for interacting, discussing, and sense making of the story and its application

2) **Workshops** (75 or 150 minutes): are in-depth interactive learning experiences designed for attendees to learn about the real world application of improvement to advance progress toward equitable student outcomes and to apply what they’ve learned to their own context. Attendees leave with the ideas and resources to impact their local community and write their own improvement stories

3) **Roundtables**: (75 minutes): are short presentations about a shared aim, issue, or improvement effort. Attendees will learn about an issue, emergent idea, creative application of improvement or innovative change idea, and engage in collective sensemaking, generating new ideas, advancing thinking, or collaborative problem-solving, in round table discussions

4) **Posters**: are designed to tell an improver story in poster format during our 3 poster sessions

**SESSION DELIVERY and PRESENTER EXPECTATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Sessions may be presented to a virtual audience (synchronously presented to in-person attendees and streamed live to a remote audience) or to an exclusively in-person audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sessions presented in-person only will be asked to record presentations in advance of the Summit so that they may be made available for on-demand viewing by all attendees as part of a digital library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multiple

All presenters should be in attendance in San Diego

We encourage presenters who are directly engaged in improvement activity in classrooms, schools, higher education institutions, and districts

Scoring Criteria

Proposals are reviewed by a peer review panel. Every effort is made to have each proposal scored by a minimum of three reviewers. Peer reviewers will read and score for the depth of evidence that:

1. Aligns with session category and formats described above
2. Shares an aim driven equity story, process, and/or change idea that helps the Summit community to learn about a particular equity challenge
3. Names clear session outcomes and engaging design for attendees to learn, apply to their own context, or grapple with together
4. Uses concise impactful storytelling: plain language, content accessible to a wider audience, and avoids jargon

Session Proposal Submission Checklist

- **Session Category**
  - Please select one of the following:
    - Improvement for Impact Stories
    - Tools and Methods Stories
    - Exploration or Discovery Stories

- **Session Format**
  - Please select your preferred choice for session format and explain why you chose this format
    - Presentation
    - Workshop (75 or 150 minutes)
    - Roundtable
    - Poster

- **Session Delivery**
  - Please select your preferred session delivery format. Please note that we will review proposals and make final determinations about session delivery format in order to balance the program
    - In person only – present only to in-person attendees
    - In person and Livestream – present to both in-person and remote attendees

- **Session Title (≤90 characters)**

- **Session Description (≤100 words)**
  - If accepted, this description will be used in the Summit program. All session descriptions should clearly communicate what participants will experience during the session, how they will engage, and what they will learn from the experience. Please include the following information, based on the session category you selected:
    - Improvement for Impact Stories: a high level overview of the improvement story to be shared with the aim, equity outcomes, improvement and processes clearly articulated
    - Tools and Methods Stories: a high level overview of the tool/method and evidence of how it has played a crucial role in impactful improvement efforts advancing equity
*Exploration or Discovery Stories:* a high level overview of the interactive experience designed to deepen understanding and application of an improvement that advances equitable student outcomes

☐ **Learning Objectives**
List at least two learning objectives that attendees will take away from your session—i.e., “After this session, attendees will be able to ...”

☐ **Elaborated Session Description (≤500 words)**
The elaborated session description is used to help us better understand your session and to help you begin to imagine the design. Refer to the story description above and detail how your proposal addresses the description. Describe in detail the improvement story or methods, evidence, tools and change ideas you propose to share. If you are applying for Improvement for Impact Stories, please also briefly summarize any results your improvement effort has realized, whether improvement towards a defined aim or on an intermediate measure. If you are applying for Tools and Methods Stories, please include operational definitions, technical details, and how the method has been used whenever appropriate. Be sure to refer to the description and scoring criteria to ensure clarity and fit for the Summit program.

☐ **Session Design (≤200 words)**
Describe in detail how you plan to use the time during your session. A session design might include rough time allotments and a description of activities during each timeslot.

☐ **Target Audience Role (choose all that apply)**
- Teachers
- School leaders
- District leaders
- Higher education faculty or administrators
- Network leaders
- Researchers
- Policy makers
- County or state level leaders
- Technical assistance providers

☐ **Target Audience Level of Improvement Experience (choose one)**
- Practitioners new to improvement
- Seasoned improvers
- All experience levels

☐ **Area of Focus (Primary):** Please select the primary challenge area that is the focus of improvement in your proposal:
- Curriculum and Instruction
- Literacy
- Mathematics
- Educator Development
- Teacher Retention
- Social Emotional Wellbeing
- Educational Attainment
- Chronic Absenteeism
- Student Assessment
- Postsecondary Innovation
- School Redesign
- Equity, Diversity, and Belonging
- Leadership for Improvement
- System Transformation
- Other: ____________
☐ **Area of Focus (Secondary):** Please select up to two additional focus areas
  o Curriculum and Instruction
  o Literacy
  o Mathematics
  o Educator Development
  o Teacher Retention
  o Social Emotional Wellbeing
  o Educational Attainment
  o Chronic Absenteeism
  o Student Assessment
  o Postsecondary Innovation
  o School Redesign
  o Equity, Diversity, and Belonging
  o Leadership for Improvement
  o System Transformation
  o Other: __________

☐ **Tools and Methods Stories:** Please select up to three that are featured prominently in your session
  o Understanding the problem
  o Building a theory of improvement
  o Developing change ideas
  o Measuring improvement
  o Learning through testing change ideas
  o Spreading and scaling
  o Improving through networked communities
  o Leading for equity-centered improvement
  o Coaching for improvement or building capability
  o Managing and sustaining improvement
  o Collecting, measuring, and analyzing improvement
  o Building or maintaining a hub
  o Other: __________

☐ **Presenter Information**
Please share name, job title, organization, email address, and phone number for each presenter, as well as if they’ve presented at Summit in the past. Indicate who the primary presenter contact is by listing that presenter’s information first. Primary presenters will receive all communication about the proposal and are responsible for communicating with their entire presenter team.

---

**Summit Logistics Information**

**Summit Registration**
Up to three presenters will receive the reduced Summit speaker registration rate. For posters, one presenter will receive the reduced speaker rate.

**Travel and Lodging**
All session and poster presenters are responsible for their own travel and accommodation arrangements and expenses.

**Poster Presentations**
Poster sessions will be scheduled three times during the Summit. Poster presentations that are accepted for the program are also strongly encouraged to record a short introduction to their poster that will be made accessible.
to remote participants and through the Summit Digital Library. **Poster presenters should plan to be available for set-up on Sunday, March 24, 2024.**

**Questions?**

Please contact the Summit team at [Summitproposals@carnegiefoundation.org](mailto:Summitproposals@carnegiefoundation.org)